
Growing With Pride Summer Camps 2021 

 

 
June 21st – 25th    *   Building Art   *   Let’s Fly !     
Build your own fun!! It’s a bird…It’s a plane…it’s crafts for kids that really fly! Let us paint, sculpt, and create our very own masterpieces. We will also 

explore architecture and buildings in our very own construction zone! Where we will plan, construct, and build using tools and machinery! It is a perfect 

time to let your imagination take flight. 

June 28th – July 2nd  * America’s Favorite Past Times  * Happy Birthday USA! 
Proud to be an American! Celebrating our wonderful nation and all the things that make it great! Learn some of its favorite pastimes! Including: carnival 

games, picnic & BBQ, a “Red, White, & Blue Parade” around our neighborhood, and a GWP Rodeo. YEE...HA!!! REMINDER: closed Monday, July 5th in 

observation of the Holiday!  

July 6th - 9th    *  Outside Adventures  *  A week of Fun Challenges & Sports 
Making those childhood summer memories that will last a lifetime! hiking through nature, enjoying some team sports, and learning some fun new games; 

croquet!! bocce ball! We will also challenge campers through a field day event full of obstacles and relays.  Reminder in observation of the holiday 

we will be closed Monday July 5th                     

July 12th - 16th  *  The Science of Water   *     Sizzle! Crack! POP! With H2O 

Experiment with cause and effect! Watch the different reactions we can create with water! What can float & what sinks? Can you float or sink? Expect to 

get wet as we learn all about water on our Earth and in our Bodies. This week will be splish splash tastic!! 

July 19th - 23rd      *     The Reality Game Show   *     Come On Down…..You’re The Next Contestant At GWP 
“Who wants to be a millionaire?” come spin your “wheel of fortune” and decide to make a “deal or no deal” if the “price is right”, don’t let this week 

cause a “family feud” we will give everyone a “minute to win it” where “fear is not a factor” and the “survivor” is never in “jeopardy” because everyone 

will get the chance to show off at the “GWP’s got talent” show!   

July 26th - 30th  *     CSI           *         Camp Scene Investigators         
Daring Detectives- a top secret “who done it!” Work the scene, collect the evidence! Be the CSI who breaks the case. This week is all 

about solving the mystery, becoming the spy and testing your skills in our escape room!  

Aug. 2nd - 6th   * A Race Around The World          *  Become An Explorer & Travel the World 
Bring your GWP Passports, we will touch down in fun destinations around the world. We will check out many different cultures and cuisines. Race to 

solve the clues to your next destination. This is a Journey you do not want to miss. 

Aug. 9th - 13th   *               GWP Time Travelers             *              Dino’s, Mummies, & Poodle Skirts oh-my!! 
Hop aboard our time machine as we travel back in time! What do you know about dinosaurs? Let us discover who they were and how they lived! Check 

out the pyramids and read the hieroglyphics but do not wake the mummies! Come dance at a 50’s sock hop and add a part of yourself to the GWP time 

capsule. This is a week made for the history books!  

Aug. 16th - 20th              *                   Water Works!                 *                        Splish Splash I’m Having a Blast! 
Do not forget your swimsuit and towel!! We will splash our way through the week with water balloons, water relays, and sprinklers. Let’s get wet and 

cool off from the summertime heat, It is impossible to pack any more fun into one week! 

Aug 23rd - 27th      *           Mad About Science                  *           GWP Summer Science Lab         
Release your inner Dr. Frankenstein! Discover the Symphony of the 5 senses, create experiments, work with gadgets and gizmos. Do not forget to Re-use 

and Re-cycle, let us create our own Renewable Energy! We cannot forget our science of animals with all our scaley and furry friends. Show it all off at the 

Growing With Pride Science Fair. 

Aug. 30th  – Sept 2nd   * IMMAGINARIUM  *             The Wonderful World of Make Believe  
Wave a magic wand, mix a magic potion. Join us for a Disney extravaganza and take a walk in an enchanted Kingdom. Bring your imaginations and open 

your minds to the unknown and new possibilities. Let’s break some records and be shocked and amazed by Ripley’s Believe it or not. This week is full of 

the unexpected. 
Reminder closed Friday Sept. 3rd Teacher workday. 


